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Enabling Technologies  
        for Quantum Communication!

Sources! Interfaces! Detectors!



Quantum Communication Limitations!

150km!
2009!

67km!
2002!

23km!
1995!

 2016: ~300-450km …. But….!

¿ 10GHz single photon source !
!+ perfect detectors (& everything)?!
! !  < 1Hz @ 500km !!

1 bit @ 1000km? ~ 300 years …!

Today	  Commercial	  
Today	  Lab	  
+4	  Years	  

200!100!
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High Efficiency/Low Loss!
Precision Q engineering!

Entanglement based!

Weak Pulse QKD!

Device!
Independent!

QKD!Quantum!
Repeaters!

P2P / WDM / Networks!
High Speed Electronics!

InGaAs/InP APDs!

Quantum Memories!
Narrow Band Photons !
Entanglement based!

Quantum Communication Directions!

http://quantumrepeaters.eu	




The next 20+ minutes…!
  Applied QKD!

  Networks !
  Multiplexing!
  Faster & Farther!
  Detectors!

  InGaAs/InP Rapid Gating APDs!

  Device Independent QKD!
  Heralded Qubit Amplification!
  Faithful Entanglement Swapping!

Weak pulse !
schemes!

Entanglement !
-based!

schemes!



Weak-Pulse QKD I!

2010 FIFA World Cup !
South Africa!

Networks, based on the trusted nodes, are a highly attractive business model …!
 they also provide an avenue for extending distances!



www.swissquantum.com!

> 1.5 Years Operation: Online! 

QUANUM BIT ERROR RATE!



www.swissquantum.com!

> 1.5 Years Operation: Online! 

QUANTUM BIT ERROR RATE!

April 2009! January 2011!

SECRET KEY RATE!



High-speed Quantum Key Distribution !
(1Mb/s OTP)!

40 – 100Gbps enCRYPTion!
WDM for QKD !

Weak-Pulse QKD II!

Qcrypt: Classical + Quantum Multiplexing!

Multiplexing – Coarse/Dense/reconfigurable wavelength multiplexing, …!
Fibre is expensive – need to put all the classical and quantum communication together!



WDM-QKD – Managing the Noise!

P. Eraerds et al. NJP 12, 063027 (2010)  !

Can fit several DWDM 
channels into this dip in 

the Raman noise!

Quantum!
Bob!
Dist.!

Alice!
Dist.!

Alice!
Encrypt.!

Bob!
Encrypt.!

Raman!
-  We can easily  measure and model the 
WDM impact for a QKD system!

Channel crosstalk - “off-band noise“ due to finite channel isolation  Filtering sufficient!

Four-wave mixing!
-   χ(3) –process generates new frequencies  by!
- Stimulated processes eliminated  by !
   channel configuration!
- Spontaneous processes!
   can be neglected!

Pforward = Poutp(λ)∆λL

Pbackward = Poutp(λ)∆λ
sinh(αL)

α

ν− = 2ν2 − ν1
ν+ = 2ν1 − ν2
2ν1 = ν+ + ν−

QBER = QBERopt + QBERdet + QBERnoise/WDM!



WDM-QKD: Experimental Results!

Fibre attenuation: !-0.207 dB/km!
Detection efficiency: !0.07!
Dark count rate: !5⋅10-6 ns-1!

Dead time: !10 µs!
DWDM isolation: !82 dB!



Weak-Pulse QKD III!

D. Stucki, et al., Opt. Exp. 17, 13326 (2009)!

Faster & Farther – bottleneck has traditionally been detection, but !
we also require A LOT of integrated electronics!



Weak-Pulse QKD III!

D. Stucki, et al., Opt. Exp. 17, 13326 (2009)!

Faster & Farther – bottleneck has traditionally been detection, but !
we also require A LOT of integrated electronics!



InGaAs/InP APD  = Applied!

  But … InGaAs/InP are !
  SLOW!

  They suffer from 
Afterpulsing!

  They are noisy!

  Did I mention that they 
are slow?!

Compact, !
   Robust, !
!Thermo-electrically cooled!



(Really) Rapid Gating Detectors!

f = 2.23GHz!

  Parameters!
  Gating freq.=2.23 GHz!
  Temperature=-40°C!
  η=10 %!
  Pdc=4.8E-6 /ns!
  Pap=4E-5 /ns!

J. Zhang et al. SPIE 76810Z (2010)!



Rapid Gating Impact 

  RG APDs with small deadtime are 
well suited for high-rate QKD!

  Both free-running and RG APDs 
are well suited for < 200 km 
applications.!

  SSPDs remain advantageous for 
distances > 200 km!

In general, afterpulsing !
is no longer a limiting factor for QKD!

J. Zhang et al. SPIE 76810Z (2010)!

100 MHz!
Dead-time !
limited! COW Protocol!



-  Academic prototype system – continuous, automated operation  
-  150 km of installed standard fibres (43dB of loss) 
-  250km in the lab 
-  Self-synchronisation over distance D. Stucki et al., Opt. Exp.,  17,  13326 (2009)!

D. Stucki et al., New J. Phys., 11, 075003 (2009) !

P2P QKD: Long Distance 
    Geneva-Neuchâtel Experiment!



Quantum Communication & Entanglement!

  Some new ideas!

  Heralded Qubit Amplification!

  Faithful Entanglement Swapping !

Device Independent QKD!



Device Independent QKD!
In Device-Independent quantum key distribution, !

the violation of a Bell inequality is exploited !
to establish a shared key that is secure!

 independently of the internal workings of the QKD devices.!

Need to overcome the detection loophole problem!

We can overcome transmission loss if we can herald the arrival of a photon!



Heralded Photon Amplification!

|1� Entanglement!

d

d̃

Bell Measurement!

Input  !

Conditional output  !

Photon amplifier if !
Teleportation with single-photon entanglement!

Photon!
Amplifier!

Pegg et al. 1998, Ralph and Lund 2008!

We can use single photon entanglement  for teleportation … !

      single photon entanglement is a resource for quantum communication!

t

t > 1/2

√
1− t|0�+

√
t|1�



b!

a! Alice!

X!

Bob!

Y!

Device 
Independent 

QKD!

P (a, b|x, y)

N. Gisin et al., PRL 105, 070501 (2010)!



Constraints	  

Coupling	  losses	  (including	  filtering)	  	  
	  will	  reduce	  the	  amplification	  

-‐ 	  they	  need	  to	  be	  better	  than	  the	  losses	  	  
	  	  	  we	  are	  trying	  to	  overcome	  

-‐ 	  they	  need	  to	  be	  pure	  &	  indistinguishable	  

PPLN-W/G!

Source 1 

Source 2 

BS! BS!

VBS!BS!

How good are your SPDC sources?!

Exp.    70.82%!
Th.      75.99%!
           (1nm)!

Exp.    …!
Th.   ~ 99%!
       (220pm)!



Entanglement Swapping!

Probability to get a pair from each source = Probability to get 2 pairs from one source!!

Without postselection Fidelity ≤ 1/2!

(Teleporting Entanglement)!

Only	  works	  with	  post-‐selection	  of	  all	  4	  photons	  



Faithful Entanglement Swapping!

  6 photons + 4 heralding detections!
  Theory!

  Sliwa & Banaszek, PRA 67, 030101(R) (2003)!
  Experiment!

  Wagenknecht et al., Nature Phot. 4, 549 - 552 (2010)!
  Barz et al., Nature Phot. 4, 553 - 556 (2010)!

where the transmitted modes ( ĉ x , ĉ y) constitute the setup
output, while the reflected modes ( ê x , ê y) are detected lo-
cally. The other beam ( b̂x , b̂ y) is directed to another beam
splitter BS2 with the amplitude transmission coefficient
cos !b , where the transmitted modes ( d̂x , d̂ y) are the re-
maining two output modes of the setup, while the reflected
modes ( f̂ x , f̂ y) are analyzed in the "/4 rotated polarization
modes ( f̂ x! , f̂ y!), defined by the relations f̂ x!( f̂ x!
" f̂ y!)/!2 and f̂ y!( f̂ x!# f̂ y!)/!2.
We assume that the photodetectors monitoring the auxil-

iary modes can perform the ideal projection onto the one-
photon Fock state !1#$1!. We will be interested in events
when each of the four auxiliary detectors registers exactly
one photon. We shall demonstrate that the lowest order for
which such an event can occur is when three pairs of down-
converted photons are generated, and that in this order a
fourfold coincident detection of single photons in the auxil-
iary modes ( ê x , ê y ; f̂ x! , f̂ y!) unambiguously heralds that
the quadruplet of the output modes ( ĉ x , ĉ y ; d̂x , d̂ y) con-
tains a pair of photons in a maximally entangled polarization
state. This procedure prepares a maximally entangled state
without the usual vacuum contribution, being consequently a
source of event-ready entanglement in the photonic domain
%10&.
Let us now discuss the operation of the scheme in quan-

titative terms. The Hamiltonian governing the down-
conversion process in the weak conversion regime describes
two independent processes, corresponding to generation or
deletion of a photon pair in modes ( âx ; b̂ y) or ( â y ; b̂x),
respectively. These two processes are added coherently with
opposite probability amplitudes. Assuming that the effective
dimensionless interaction time is r, we can decompose the

output state into terms that contain a fixed number of down-
converted photons %4,13&:

!'#!exp%r( âx
†b̂ y
†# âxb̂ y)#r( â y

†b̂x
†# â yb̂x)&!vac#

! *
n!0

+

,n!'n#, (1)

where
,n!!n"1( tanhnr/cosh2r ) (2)

is the probability amplitude of generating n photon pairs, and
the normalized n-pair component of the wave function takes
the following form:

!'n#!
1

!n"1 *
m!0

n

(#1 )m!n#m ,m;m ,n#m#

!
1

n!!n"1
( âx
†b̂ y
†# â y

†b̂x
†)n!vac#. (3)

The occupation numbers in the first expression for !'n# cor-
respond to the ordering of the modes as ( âx , â y ; b̂x , b̂ y).
Let us first show that any of the terms with n$3 cannot

give a fourfold coincidence on the auxiliary detectors. Obvi-
ously, the only term that could possibly give rise to such an
event corresponds to n!2 and is explicitly given by

!'2#!
1
!3

( !2,0;0,2##!1,1;1,1#"!0,2;2,0#). (4)

The four-fold coincidence event implies that all the four pho-
tons have been reflected by the beam splitters BS1 and BS2.
However, detection of two photons in the modes ( ê x , ê y)
means that we are observing the middle term of the sum in
Eq. (4), and that the state of the remaining two photons is
collapsed to !1 f̂ x,1 f̂ y#. This state is transformed by the half-
wave plate to the form (!2 f̂ x!,0 f̂ y!##!0 f̂ x!,2 f̂ y!#)/!2, which
of course cannot give a coincidence on the detectors moni-
toring the modes f̂ x! and f̂ y! . This is essentially the destruc-
tive two-photon interference effect observed first by Hong,
Ou, and Mandel %14&.
Having shown that n!3 is the lowest order that can con-

tribute to the fourfold coincidence event in our scheme, let us
now find the conditional state of the output modes provided
that each of the auxiliary detectors has seen exactly one pho-
ton. The easiest way to approach this task is to use the sec-
ond expression for the state !'3# given in Eq. (3) in terms of
the creation operators:

!'3#! 1
12 ( âx

†b̂ y
†# â y

†b̂x
†)3!vac#. (5)

The linear circuit placed after the nonlinear crystal is de-
scribed by the following transformation of the annihilation
operators of the down-conversion modes:

âx! ĉ x cos !a" ê x sin !a , (6a)

â y! ĉ y cos !a" ê y sin !a , (6b)

b̂x! d̂x cos !b"( f̂ x!" f̂ y!) sin !b /!2, (6c)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the setup for generating
heralded entanglement. BS1, BS2, nonpolarizing beam splitters;
HWP, half-wave plate; PBS1, PBS2, polarizing beam splitters.
Lowercase letters label the beams.

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

C. ŚLIWA AND K. BANASZEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 030101(R) (2003)

030101-2

  4 photons + 1 heralding detection!
  Sangouard et al.,!

  Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 120403 (2011) !

Already for ηd ~ 0.4, & ηnl ~10-9 !

this outperforms the previous proposal !



Single Photon Level SFG 
! SFG = sum-frequency generation!

  Why does it work?!
  Non-degenerate photons from 

one source will not satisfy the 
SFG phase matching 
conditions!

  …and at the single 
photon level?!
  Two attenuated input beams 

test the linearity of the 
nonlinear conversion!
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N. Sangouard et al., PRL 106, 120403  (2011)!



Up-Conversion Heralding Amplifier!

  Potential application - DIQKD!

Unlike recent single photon SPDC proposals !
this provides a heralding signal over !

extended -  Quantum Communication -  distances!

N. Sangouard et al., PRL 106, 120403  (2011)!



What happened?!

  Applied QKD!
  Robust Long term operation of a QKD network!

  Standard fibre and InGaAs detectors: 150 km!

  With ULL fibre and SSPD detector: 250 km!

  Key exchange and high speed encryption (1Gbps) using 
a single dark fibre: 60 km!

  Device Independent QKD !
  Heralded Qubit amplification (concept)!

  Faithful Entanglement Swapping via SFG (Proof of principle)!

Opens the door to experimental DIQKD!
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Theory!
Nicolas Sangouard!

Hugo Zbinden ! !    Nicolas Gisin!

QKD!
Nino Walenta     Ci Wen Lim!

Damien Stucki!

Quantum Communication!
Natalia Bruno ! Enrico Pomarico !!
 Clara Osorio !Bruno Sanguinetti!


